Specialist Contents Restoration
Quick Reference Guide
furniture
All types of solid wood,
antique or contemporary,
free-standing or wallmounted furniture pieces
can be restored.

MINIMUM
VALUE:

£350

lighting
From chandeliers and
tiffany lights to standing
and table lamps, all types
of light pieces can be
cleaned, repaired and
restored.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£250

collectables
From signed memorabilia
from celebrities to
childhood toys and
keepsakes, it is possible
to clean and restore most
types of collectables.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£250

upholstery
From removal of stain
marks through to fabric
repairs or complete
re-upholstery, damage
to both modern and
traditional soft furnishings
can be eliminated.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£500

laundry & dry cleaning
We can clean and restore
all types of fabrics and
textiles, from everyday
wear to designer labels,
including wedding dresses,
leather jackets, shoes and
handbags.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£100

pianos

clocks

From antique to modern
uprights, mini to concert
grands, it is viable to
restore most types of
damage to piano cases and
actions.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£400

ceramics
All types of china, porcelain
and earthenware can be
restored, from breakage
and reconstruction
of missing chips and
fragmentation, to fine
re-glazing and gilding.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£150

paintings and frames
Oil paintings, watercolours
and etchings, together
with damage to frames
can be sympathetically
conserved and restored.

MINIMUM
VALUE:

£250

rugs and woven arts
Stains can be removed and
tears, holes, threadbare
areas and re-fringing
repairs for both modern
and antique carpets, rugs,
runners and tapestries.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£350

electrical
Where required we can
carry out PAT testing and
subsequent restoration
of all household electrical
items.

MINIMUM
VALUE:

£100

All types of clocks and
scientific instruments,
ranging from long-case
Grandfather clocks to
mantel, wall or table
timepieces. Conservation,
restoration and servicing.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£250

silver and metal wares
Farcroft can clean, repair
and stabilise metal items
of all periods, including
silver, copper, brass and
bronze, reviving their
original lustre.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£250

photos and documents
Most types of paper
documents, books and
photographs can be
recovered and restored,
from single sheets to
entire library collections.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£200

wood flooring and fixtures
Most wood fixtures, from
solid parquet to engineered
wide-plank flooring, and
interior woodwork panelling, doors, skirting,
handrails can be conserved
and restored.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£500

general restoration
If you have a valuation
requirement, need a one off
restoration for an unusual
piece and are unsure how
to proceed, please contact
us to move forward without
prejudicing your claim.
MINIMUM
VALUE:

£100

Services Provided
Contact & Instruction Details
exceeding
every
expectation

heritage restoration
Farcroft has considerable experience working with heritage
organisations providing collection care and conservation support
to museums, galleries, libraries, archives and other heritage
collections, to maintain and preserve artefacts from deterioration

Every requirement for restoration

and damage.

involves hope that the original beauty and
functionality of a piece can be restored.

desktop service

Establisted over 40 years ago, Farcroft is now

Valuation and Restoration Report

a leading source for restoration.

Please email your Reference, Client and contact details together

Highly-specialised skills are applied to restore

with photographs and a brief description of the peril type and

all types of valuable or irreplaceable items,

damage caused, to receive a Desktop Valuation and Restoration

exceeding every expectation.

Report, detailing each item with costs, methods and viability for
restoration, within 48 hours of instruction.

Operating nationwide from our West
Midlands premises, our craftsmanship is

inspection service

respected by the most discerning collectors

Valuation and Restoration Report

and many eminent auctioneers.

Farcroft have a nationwide team of inspectors who can visit the
risk address to inspect and photograph the damage caused and

The convenience of a single restoration

then provide a report detailing the value of each item, extent of

source, exceptional workmanship and

damage and costs, methods and viability for restoration.

efficient workflow management, is what our
customers come to rely on.

emergency removal service
For fire, flooding, EOW or complex losses, Farcroft can be
appointed solely for the emergency removal of contents. The
Farcroft Logistics team will remove contents out of unstable
environments to prevent further deterioration and costs.
Inventories are produced, with each item listed and photographed,
prior to being professionally packed and uplifted for storage.

instructing Farcroft
couldn’t be easier
Simply call 01922 458555
or email claims@farcroftuk.com

12 month workmanship guarantee
Restoration work is covered by Farcroft’s 12-month Workmanship
Guarantee providing reassurance to both policy-holders and
insurers.

Our claims handling team will contact
the client to arrange a convenient time
to visit.

secure storage
Contents can be removed to the Farcroft storage centre, providing

Contacts:
Ashley Clarke
T : 07848 465973

assurance of the safety and security of valued possessions.
Farcroft Logistics offer a full solution for handling, packing,
transportation and unpacking or display hanging of fine art pieces.

E : ashley.clarke@farcroftuk.com
Martyn Gillibrand
T : 0790 100 4000
E : martyn.gillibrand@farcroftuk.com
Martin Edwards
T : 07931 319524
E : martin.edwards@farcroftuk.com

salvage opportunities
Where applicable, we are more than happy to provide you with
a salvage amount, for Farcroft, or the client to buy and retain
the salvage.

